A Single Amide Linkage in the Passenger Strand Suppresses Its Activity and Enhances Guide Strand Targeting of siRNAs.
Potential in vivo applications of RNA interference (RNAi) require suppression of various off-target activities. Herein, we report that replacement of a single phosphate linkage between the first and second nucleosides of the passenger strand with an amide linkage almost completely abolished its undesired activity and restored the desired activity of guide strands that had been compromised by unfavorable amide modifications. Molecular modeling suggested that the observed effect was most likely due to suppressed loading of the amide-modified strand into Ago2 caused by inability of amide to adopt the conformation required for the backbone twist that docks the first nucleotide of the guide strand in the MID domain of Ago2. Eliminating off-target activity of the passenger strand will be important for improving therapeutic potential of RNAi.